I3Insight-AD
OPTIMIZE your IT with INNOVATIVE

ENHANCING YOUR IDENTITY FOUNDATION
Shrinking budgets and workforce reductions have lean IT organizations doing more with less. The effect? General
purpose administration, ongoing maintenance, and visibility of the network’s overall health all begin to slip. Active
Directory is the foundation of any reliable and secure IT infrastructure. We can help your organization regain its
identity footing with I3Insight-AD.

MONITORING

Visibility is critical in all environments. By including remote monitoring of your AD infrastructure, you receive
proactive alert and event noti�ication on system-related components. In addition, we watch for health and security
related items in Active Directory and other related services - providing the insight you need to maintain a
smooth-running environment.

REPORTING

Bring the state of your Active Directory environment to your �ingertips using the automated reporting feature. With
more than 25 reports (delivered to your inbox) each month, you can follow what is happening in your identity
infrastructure.

STAYING CURRENT

As the foundation of your IT, it’s critical to keep Active
Directory updated. Staying current with Active Directory
allows you to take advantage of new features while
enhancing the security of your identity platform. For
example, the Keep Current feature includes the migration
of Active Directory to the current version (once per
agreement life cycle). With our ongoing administration of
Active Directory and the management of administrative
functions, staying current is no longer a concern.

SEMI-ANNUAL SERVICE REVIEWS

The world of IT can be complex. This is why our
semi-annual service reviews are so important. One of our
experts will conduct an onsite consultation to review
reports and discuss any upcoming events.

COMPLIMENTARY
STRATEGY SESSION
~ actionable insights
~ expert guidance

Schedule yours today!
317.664.7600
574.485.2040
innovativeii.com/consultation

www.innovativeii.com
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